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Characterization of Nipah Virus from 
Outbreaks in Bangladesh, 2008–2010 

Technical Appendix  

The following pages show estimates of evolutionary divergence between Nipah virus 

(NiV) open reading frame (ORF) nucleotide and amino acid sequences. All positions containing 

gaps and missing data were eliminated. All evolutionary analyses were conducted by using 

MEGA5 (1). MY, Malaysia; KH, Cambodia; BD, Bangladesh; IN, India; HU, human; PI, pig; 

BA, bat. 
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Technical Appendix Figure 1A. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV N ORF nucleotide sequences. The number of base differences 

(top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. The analysis involved 20 nt 

sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 1,599 positions in the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 1B. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV N ORF amino acid sequences. The number of amino acid 

differences (top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are 

shown above the diagonal. The analysis involved 20 aa sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 

532 positions in the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 1C. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV N ORF nucleotide sequences within a 729-nt window. The 

number of base differences (top matrix) and percentage of differences (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE 

estimate(s) are shown above the diagonal. The analysis involved 20 nt sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There 

were a total of 729 positions in the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 1D. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV N ORF nucleotide sequences within a 357-nt window. The 

number of base differences (top matrix) and percentage of differences (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE 

estimate(s) are shown above the diagonal. The analysis involved 20 nt sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There 

were a total of 357 positions in the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 2A. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV P ORF nucleotide sequences. The number of base differences 

(top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are shown above the 

diagonal. The analysis involved 14 nt sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 2,130 positions in 

the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 2B. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV P ORF amino acid sequences. The number of amino acid 

differences (top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are 

shown above the diagonal. The analysis involved 14 aa sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 

709 positions in the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 3A. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV M ORF nucleotide sequences. The number of base differences 

(top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are shown above the 

diagonal. The analysis involved 14 nt sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 1,059 positions in 

the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 3B. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV M ORF amino acid sequences. The number of amino acid 

differences (top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are 

shown above the diagonal. The analysis involved 14 aa sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 

352 positions in the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 4A. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV F ORF nucleotide sequences. The number of base differences 

(top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are shown above the 

diagonal. The analysis involved 14 nt sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 1,641 positions in 

the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 4B. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV F ORF amino acid sequences. The number of amino acid 

differences (top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are 

shown above the diagonal. The analysis involved 14 aa sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 

546 positions in the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 5A. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV G ORF nucleotide sequences. The number of base differences 

(top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are shown above the 

diagonal. The analysis involved 15 nt sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 1,809 positions in 

the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 5B. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV G ORF amino acid sequences. The number of amino acid 

differences (top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are 

shown above the diagonal. The analysis involved 15 aa sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 

602 positions in the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 6A. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV L ORF nucleotide sequences. The number of base differences 

(top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are shown above the 

diagonal. The analysis involved 14 nt sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 6,735 positions in 

the final dataset.  
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Technical Appendix Figure 6B. Estimates of evolutionary divergence between NiV L ORF amino acid sequences. The number of amino acid 

differences (top matrix) and percentage of difference (bottom matrix) per sequence from between sequences are shown. SE estimate(s) are 

shown above the diagonal. The analysis involved 14 aa sequences. Codon positions included were 1st+2nd+3rd+noncoding. There were a total of 

2,244 positions in the final dataset.  


